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1996 Cardinal Classic VI Stanford A Packet-Tossups

1. In this language, the noun and verb forms are identical, while adjectives and adverbs
are formed by adding the suffixes -ful and -wise. Any word can be strengthened with the
prefixes plus- or doubleplus-. Designed to narrow the range of thought, this was, FTP,
what official language of Oceania in Orwell's 1984?

A. NEWSPEAK
2. Michael Hoffman, Kris Kristofferson, Kurt Schmoke, Byron White, Mel Reynolds,
Richard Lugar, George Stephanopoulos, Robert Reich, Bill Bradley, and.Bill Clinton share
the distinction of having studied at Oxford, FTP, under what scholarship?
A. RHODES Scholarship
3. As eyewitness Leonard Coatsworth reported in 1940, "Around me I could hear
concrete cracking. The car itself began to slide from side to side of the roadway... I
crawled 500 yards or more to the towers ... Safely back at the toll plaza I saw the bridge
in its final collapse ... " FTP, winds of 42 miles per hour precipitated the collapse of what
bridge in Washington state?
A. The TACOMA NARROWS Bridge (accept GALLOPING GERTIE)
4. Her father was the first American to be ordained as a Tibetan Buddhist monk, and
is a professor at Columbia University. Her mother was once married to LSD guru Timothy
Leary. Her first name is a name of the mother goddess in Indian mythology. FTP name
this star of "Mad Dog and Glory," "Dangerous Liaisons," "Beautiful Girls," and "Pulp
Fiction."
A. Uma THURMAN
5. I've built a ball-and-stick model of a molecule of buckminsterfullerene, or Carbon-60.
It looks somewhat like a soccer ball with 32 faces. With the help of Euler's formula, you
can tell me, FTP, how many sticks did I need to build this model?
A.90
6. Praised by Emerson and Longfellow, it concludes, "In the beauty of the lilies Christ
was born across the sea / With a glory in his bosom that transfigures you and me / As
he died to make men holy let us die to make men free / While God is marching on." FTP
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name this marching song of the Union Army, with lyrics by Julia Ward Howe.
A. The BATTLE HYMN OF THE REPUBLIC
7. Let's say I'm a doctor, and I'm also a fast typist, faster than my secretary. Although
I am more efficient than he is at both medicine and typing, I should not be doing all the
typing. This illustrates, FTP, what two-word economic principle which concludes that
even if one country is more efficient in the production of every good, specialization is still
advantageous.
A. COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE
8. Graduating from Washington D.C.'s Gonzaga High School, this man later went on
to write editorials for the St. Louis Globe-Democrat. In 1965, Richard Nixon hired him
as a speechwriter . FTP, name this presidential candidate who recently finished second in
the Iowa caucus.
A. Patrick BUCHANAN
9. Born in Moscow, he originally studied law and economics. After a trip to Northern
Russia in 1904, he gave up his law career and went to Munich to sudy art. One of the
founders of Der Blaue Reiter, he wrote "Concerning the Spiritual in Art." FTP, name this
abstract painter.
A. Vasily KANDINSKY
10. He wrote Geroge Washington's Farewell Adress and drafted the plan to create the
first United States Bank. FTP, name this first Secretary of the Treasury who was fatally
wounded in a duel in 1804 with Aaron Burr.
A. Alexander HAMILTON
11. Its current members are Elliot Kerman, Scott Thacher, Barry Carl, Scott Leonard
and Sean Altman. Despite never having signed a U.S. recording contract, they may be the
most well-known a cappella group in the country. FTP, name the group which appears
daily on "Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego?"
A.ROCKAPELLA
12. With the demise of the Soviet Union, this fleet was nearly mothballed. Instead,
it now finds itself split mostly between the Ukrane and Russia, with the latter having a
clear majority. FTP, what is this fleet which patrolled the body of water once considered
to separate Europe and Asia?
A. The BLACK SEA FLEET
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13. "And Joseph died, being one hundred ten years old; he was embalmed and placed
in a coffin in Egypt." Not quite as famous as the opening words to this book, but then
again, not every last line can be so memorable. FTP, give the source of this not-so-famous
last line, allegedly written by God and/or Moses.
A. GENESIS
14. By the time this man committed suicide at age 35, he was a manic depressive, a
drug addict and an alcoholic - not exactly the traits you would expect in a governor of the
Louisiana Territory. FTP, name this protege and personal secretary to Thomas Jefferson,
appointed by his boss to lead a continental expedition that bears his name.
A. Meriwether LEWIS
15. First synthesized in the 1920's by Ben Carson and Roger Staughton, the compound
[isorthochlorobenzalmalonitrile: i-SO R-tho-CHLO R-o-BEN -zal-MAL-o-NI-trile] causes intense pain in the eyes, upper respiratory tract, and lungs. FTP, give the familiar name of
this substance that is often used in riot control.
A. CS (accept CS GAS)
16. Edward was an English customs official sent to enforce the Navigation acts, Asa was
the head of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, Edmund was attorney general under
Washington and later Secretary of State after Jefferson, FTP, give the common name.
A. RANDOLPH
17. Born ninety years before Paganini, this Italian violinist revised bowing techniques
and was probably the first to discover the difference tone. FTP, name this man whose
most famous sonata, "The Devil's Trill," was supposedly played to him by the devil in a
dream.
A. Giuseppe TARTINI
18. The first and last name are the same: a sixteenth-century Scottish theologian and
historian noted for writing the first critical history of Scotland, and Margaret Thatcher's
foreign secretary, chancellor of the exchequer, and successor as prime minister. FTP, give
the first and last name.
A. JOHN MAJOR
19. He wrote The Man Died during a two-year imprisonment during Nigeria's civil
war. His other works include Death and the King's Horsemen, A Play of Giants, and The
Interpreters. FTP, name this man, winner of the 1986 Nobel Prize for Literature.
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A. Wole SOYINKA
20. He was one of the few delegates from Massachusetts to vote against FDR in the
1940 Democratic National Convention. His namesake father was the first chairman of
the Securities and Exchange Commission. FTP, name this man who died in an airplane
explosion in combat during WWII, and who was the oldest brother of our 35th president.
A. JOSEPH Patrick KENNEDY, JR. (accept JOE KENNEDY)
21. "Having a Blast," "Chump," "Pulling Teeth," "Burnout," "Longview," "She,"
"When I Come Around" and "Basket Case." FTP, name this album by Green Day.
A. DOOKIE (Note: creator-creation rule applies)
22. This man first rose to prominence as army chief of staff to [Moshe Dayan: MOY-she
die-YAN]. He later served as an ambassador to the United States, but eventually returned
home to join the Knesset in 1973. FTP, name this statesman, the first man to serve twice
as Prime Minister of Israel, and who will be forever linked to [Shir la Shalom : SHEER
lah shoh-LOME], the "Song of Peace."
A. Yitzhak (or Isaac) RABIN
23. On March 26, 1996, San Francisco will be voting on whether to approve the construction of a downtown, privately-financed baseball stadium. If approved, it will be the
first such privately-financed baseball-only stadium built in the U.S. in over 30 years. FTP,
name this last privately-financed stadium, built in a valley known as Chavez Ravine.
A. DODGER Stadium
24. Pencil and paper ready. Given a circuit with a five volt voltage source connected to
one twenty ohm and one five ohm resistor in series, FTP what is the power dissipated in
watts across the five ohm resistor?
A. 0.2 Watt~
25. This island is separated from Malaysia by the Strait of Malacca, from Borneo by
the Karimata Strait, and from Java by the Sunda Strait. FTP, name it.
A. SUMATRA (or SUMATERA)
26. As a youth, he earned money to support his family by playing piano in inns in
the dock area of Hamburg. FTP name this cigar-smoking friend of Robert Schumann and
composer of Intermezzi, Rhapsodies and Hungarian Dances.
A. Johannes BRAHMS
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27. Formed in 1980, this Hindu nationalist party gained prominence by supporting the
1984 campaign to replace the Babri Mosque with a Hindu temple. FTP, name this party
that in recent years has become the main challenger to the ruling Congress Party.
A. BHARATIYA JANATA Party
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1996 Cardinal Classic VI Stanford A Packet-Bonuses

1. (30) For 10 points each, answer these questions about a significant episode in women's
history.

(10) With her sister Tennessee Claflin, she opened a brokerage firm in 1870 that earned
$500,000 in its first year. Name this woman who later ran for president.
A. Victoria WOODHULL
(10) Name the widower who had proposed marriage to Claflin and who backed the
sisters' venture with $7,000 in start-up funds.
A. Commodore Cornelius VANDERBILT
(10) FTP identify the year of the financial panic which led to the collapse of their
brokerage house, along with many others.
A. 1873
2. (30) 30-20-10, name the author from his works.
(30) Western Star
(20) John Brown's Body
(10) The Devil ana' Daniel Webster

A. STEPHEN Vincent BENET
3. (30) Answer these questions on codebreaking, ten points each.
(10) In World War Two the Germans relied on this mysteriously-named cipher machine
whose keys were regularly decrypted by the British.
A. ENIGMA
(10) Name the British mathematician who led the deciphering of the naval ENIGMA
signals, and who committed suicide in 1954.
A. Alan TURING
(10) The Japanese relied on a code machine whose ciphers were first broken by Americans in September 1940. FTP identify this machine's American codename.
A. PURPLE
4. (20) FTP each, spell the following words from Lewis Carroll's "Jabberwocky."
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A. G-A-L-U-M-P-H-I-N-G
A. B-O-R-O-G-O-V-E-S

(10) Galumphing
(10) Borogoves

5. (30) For ten points each, identify the following South Korean leaders:
(10) His leadership, begun in a 1961 coup and ended in his 1979 assassination, saw
concurrent economic growth and restrictions in civil liberties.
A. PARK Chung Hee
(10) He resigned in 1960 after mass protests against rampant corruption in his government.
A. Syngman RHEE
(10) He began a massive anti-corruption campaign soon after being elected in 1991, but
secretly kept a slush fund of his own.
A. KIM Young Sam
6. (30) Given a passage, identify the following Romantic poems for 10 points each
(10) "Hail to thee, blithe Spirit! Bird thou never wert"
A. "TO A SKYLARK"
(10) "To him who in the love of nature holds/ Communion with her visible forms she
.
speaks / A varied language."
A. THANATOPSIS
(10) "My heart aches, and a drowsy numbness pains/ My sense, as though of hemlock
I had drunk."
A. TO A NIGHTINGALE
7. (30) Major League Baseball has at times resembled Manifest Destiny - while many
teams have changed cities over the years, all but three have moved westward to their new
locations. FTP apiece, name the three franchises currently located in cities east of their
previous homes.
A. Milwaukee BREWERS (formerly Seattle Pilots), Baltimore ORIOLES (formerly St.
Louis Browns), Atlanta BRAVES (formerly Milwaukee Braves)
8. (30) For ten points each, name the following parts of a plant leaf.
(10) The layer lying between the upper epidermis and the spongy mesophyll.
A. PALISADE MESOPHYLL
(10) Slit-like openings in the lower epidermis.
A. STOMATA
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(10) The waxy layer covering both the upper and lower epidermis.
A. CUTICLE
9. (30-20-10) Identify the African city.
(30) In 1881, Henry M. Stanley renamed it Leopoldville after Leopold II of Belgium.
(20) It is located on the Stanley or Malebo Pool of the Congo River. (10) It is the capital
of Zaire.
A. KINSHASA
10. (20) For ten points each, identify the New Testament parables, given their first
lines.
(10) "Again, it will be like a man going on a journey, who called his servants and
entrusted his property to them."
A. Parable of the TALENTS
(10) "A man was going down from Jerusalem to Jericho, when he fell into the hands of
robbers."
A. Parable of the GOOD SAMARITAN
(10) "There was a man who had two sons. The younger one said to this father, 'Father,
give me my share of the estate. '"
A. Parable of the PRODIGAL SON (also accept LOST SON)
11. (25) For five points each, and an additional five points for all four, identify the four
different world champions in women's figure skating from 1992 to 1995.
A. Kristi YAMAGUCHI (1992), Oksana BAIUL (1993), Yuka SATO (1994), CHEN Lu
(1995)
12. (30) Hydrogen, Boron, Carbon, Nitrogen, Oxygen and Fluorine are the six elements
with the lowest atomic numbers whose chemical symbols are a single letter, but FFP
apiece, name the six elements with the highest atomic numbers whose chemical symbols
are a single letter.

A.

URA~, IODI~ YTTRIUM, VA~M, PO~UM, SULFUR

13. (25) Name the following comm~nders at the Battle of Saratoga for 5 points each.
(20) First, name the four Ameri~~enerals.
A. Benedict ARNOLD, Horatio rTES, Anthony WAYNE, Philip SCHUYLER
(5) Now narn~ the Byi'fish
A. John BUR~'-

com~ander.

y
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14. (30) Since 1953, a Kennedy has served as U.S. Senator from Massechusetts, with
the exception of 1961-62. For 30 points, name the man whom John F. Kennedy roomed
with at Harvard and later appointed as his successor in the Senate in 1961, and whom
Teddy Kennedy replaced two years later.
.
A. Ben SMITH
15. (30-20-10) Name the novel given characters
(30) Dalton Ames (20) Versh (10) Quentin Compson
A. The SOUND AND THE FURY
16. (30) Given a formula, name the compound
(10) Na2C03
(10) KMn04
(10) NH40H

A. SODIUM CARBONATE
A. POTASSIUM PERMANGANATE
A. AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE

17. (30) Answer the following questions about European history.
(10) Name any of the years in which the Council of Trent, the forming body of the
Catholic Reformation, was in session.
A. 1542, 1543, 1544, or 1545
(10) Name the 1497 treaty in which the Pope divided the new world between Spain and
Portugal.
A. GOR DE CILLAS
(10) Name the peace treaty which ended the Franco-Prussian War.
A. Treaty of FRANKFURT
18. (30) FTP each given the title and year of publication, name the author
A. Ralph ELLISON
A. Italo CALVINO
A. Aleksandr SOLZHENITSYN

(10) Invisible Man, 1952
(10) Invisible Cities, 1974
(10) Invisible Allies, 1995

19. (30) Chris Webber was the #1 pick in the 1993 NBA draft. The next six picks went
to Philadelphia, Golden State, Dallas, Minnesota, Washington, and Sacramento. Name
the players for 5 points each.
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A. Sh,t:n BRADLEY, Anfernee (Penny)

HAR~Y, Jamal M~RN' Isaiah (J.

R.) RYOER, Calbert CHANEY, Bobby HURLEY

20. (30) Identify the following composers given one of their works for ten points each.
(10) The Turn of the Screw
(10) Symphony Fantastique
(10) Carmina Burana

A. Benjamin BRITTEN
A. Hector BERLIOZ
A. Carl ORFF

21. (30) Answer the following questions about computers, 15 points each.
(15) Name the MIT professor now at Stanford who, in 1958, invented the programming
language LISP.
A. John McCARTHY
(15) Name the man who, along with American physicist John Bardeen, discovered the
transistor in 1959 as an employee of Bell Labs.
A. William SHOCKLEY
22. (30) For five points each and a five point bonus for getting them in descending
order, name the sixth through tenth largest cities in the U.S. Name them in order from 6
through 10 to get the five point bonus.
A. SAN DIEGO, California; DETROIT, Michigan; DALLAS, Texas; PHOENIX, Arizona; SAN ANTONIO, Texas
23. (20) Now for 5 points each, answer these questions about the Transformers'.
(10) Name the two races of transformers who battled against each other.
A. AUTOBOTS and DECEPTICONS
(5) Name the leader of the Autobots who transformed into a truck.
A. OPTIMUS PRIME
(5) Name this leader of the Decepitcons who transformed into a gun.
A.MEGATRON
24. (30) Three times in U.S. history has the candidate who received the largest popular
vote failed to win the presidential election. FFP apiece, name these three popular, yet
unsuccessful candidates and the three years in which they lost.
A. Andrew JACKSON, 1824; Samuel J. TILDEN, 1876; Grover Cleveland, 1888
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